
U2 L2 Reflexive Pronoun Comic Life Project 
1.  Select Photobooth to take 8 photos of yourself getting ready. 
  Position yourself on one side to leave room for the bubble when you type the sentence 
2.  Select Comic Life in Applications. 
  Choose a template with 8 boxes 
  Pull your photos in 
  Pull in a word bubble using PRESENT tense 
  Type your sentences in Word selecting “tools” and selecting      
  language “Spanish” to do a spell check on the sentence before you copy and paste it into   
  Comic life   OR do a spell check in Comic Life 
 
Grade requirements      25 pts total 
In each box: 
1 pt for each correctly conjugated reflexive pronoun 
1 pt for each sentence of at least 6 words used grammatically correct- ACCENTS (ropa bonita)  
                               (clothes pretty) 
1 pt for each picture depicting action matching sentence 
 
1 pt for one sentence on the back telling me – “I go to bed at 11 at night.” 
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